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Captain R.T. Trosset, left, along with angler Ryan Rea, shows off an amberjack caught west of Key West.
Photos provided

Using the latest satellite technology, the Marathon-based Main Attraction Sportfishing
Charters and Gray FishTag Research recently partnered on a tagging program to help
gain a better understanding of the migration and behavior patterns of one the Keys'
strongest fighting fish - greater amberjack.

"Conservation first starts with awareness;' Wilmer said. "The GFR tagging model is like
no other. When we place tagging supplies in the hands of charter captains, we are not
only creating data, but we are also creating awareness to thousands of anglers yearly.
Daily, our captains engage their anglers in responsible fish tagging and the reporting
while introducing our youth, some for the very first time, to the benefits of catch and
release:'
Each year, thousands of Gray FishTag Research green spaghetti tags, which are
distributed for deployment on all species of fish. They receive calls weekly from
captains throughout the USA and internationally wanting to become a tagging partner
and be a part of the research and tagging efforts.
The Gray FishTag Research program is the first to conduct long-term deployment
satellite tag studies on striped bass and roosterfish and conducted swordfish satellite
tag studies in Florida, blue marlin studies in Costa Rica and striped marlin studies in
Mexico, Willmer said.
The goal of these studies and work is to gain a greater understanding of the migration
and behavior pattern of these well sought-after species, Wilmer said. In 2020, GFR
tagged more than 63 species of fish and, in 2021, tagged 58 species with recapture
rates twice the average.
"As in all our research expeditions, our GFR team relies on the experience and
knowledge of our local captains and mates;' Willmer said. "As we collaborate and
include the local fishing community, we can engage, educate, bring awareness, and
support fishing through science. It is our team's mission in our tagging work to always
keep the data collected as Open Access to all:'
For information on Gray FishTag Research, visit https://grayfishtagresearch.org/
online.
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